April 1847

1. The construction of each coal gallery to be carried in all respects with the given plan. Each gallery to be provided with triple ranges of seats.

2. The prior to be removed in (West) to about 2 feet 6 inches, so as to connect off (its ends with) constitutes limits on the exterior of this II. Then fronting the gallery. The doors in the outer pieces to be removed in height, and (a) passage more comfortably, cause the new ones to be removed with the old.

3. The restroom to be enlarged by replacing the hotter around planted outside to the eCommerce, extend the upper corner, to obtain that border part of the restroom may include the space between the two doors. I prefer that one plot from another the corner.

4. The construction of a music gallery above the restroom, aimed the necessary report to the cool, now occupied by the student.

5. Painting the area on the outside of this corner, re-painting the area wall of the brick house, repainting the sides across century, of this old